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Find It, Fix It, &
Never Be Blindsided

BLIND SPOTS
Three Kinds

I’ll tell you a few things I know of
personally. As an attorney, one of my
business clients came to me in big, big
trouble because he did a thing SO badly that
he lost his general manager and the ENTIRE
office staff. He never recovered. His threegeneration business shut down within two
years.
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Want to know my #1 blind spot?
I don’t know!
That’s why it’s called a blind spot!
I’m half-joking when I say that – but the real
point I’m illustrating isn’t a joke at all. We all have
blind spots, me included. I have a very legitimate
concern that if I ever assume I have no blind
spots, that’s when I’m going to be
blindsided.
Ever been blindsided? Ever had anything hit
you that you really didn’t see coming? If you’re
like me, when you get blindsided, you look back.
Were there red flags? Could I have known?
It can be a jarring experience.

It’s an expensive blind spot to have. It
doesn’t often kill whole businesses, though. It
doesn’t often kill whole careers. That can and
does happen – but it’s not common. I’ve seen
it.
More commonly it alienates clients a few
at a time. More commonly, it loses you key
staff members. More commonly, it costs you
referral partners and networks. It might cost a
job. It might cost a good connection. It could
result in a lawsuit. It can result in being
blasted online on review sites you didn’t even
know exist.
That’s what I’ve seen more often. The big
ones above have sometimes come to me as
a lawyer hoping I can help. At that point, it’s
just a matter of damage control – but not
only is the damage done, fixing it can be
expensive. On the lower-level things, people
have also talked to me as a lawyer, but,
typically, nothing can be done. We’ve been
able to fix some of them – but not many.
It’s a thousand times better to never have
the problem in the first place.
That’s what we’re looking at here.

In business, it can be an EXPENSIVE
experience.
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BIGGER SYMPTOMS
Let's Look...

If you’ve ever had a regular job, have you
ever been let go from a job when you’re pretty
sure you were better at the work than someone
they kept? Big sign.

A WARNING
BEFORE I GET TO IT
You'll see it in others
I’ve run into Leader after Leader who
acknowledges that OTHER people have this
particular blind spot – but not them. Some of
them are right. Most of them are wrong. It’s an
unfortunate truth that we can see it much more
easily in others than we can see it in
ourselves.
I’ll also share this: I know a LOT of Leaders
that do see it. They know it. They admit it.
They’re constantly keeping an eye out for it
because they know this is a big issue – and
they know that it will catch them every once in
a while.
They work to make sure it never catches
them on anything big. They work to make sure
they have a framework to work from to protect
them. They use a simple system to make sure it
doesn’t get them and it doesn’t get their
team.
It’s not 100%. I wish it were. Unfortunately,
we’re all still human, and we’ll still make
mistakes – even when we check our blind spot
first. But the difference between knowing this is
a blind spot and not knowing is huge.

Do you frequently have to have exact the
same conversation again and again to get the
same thing done?
If this happens with employees, it’s a
particularly important sign. If it happens with
peers or partners, not as a big a sign, but still a
sign.
Are good team members hard to find and
keep? This can be employees, project team
members, collaborative masterminds… do you
find good people hard to find and keep? If so,
that’s one of the signs of the blind spot.
Have you ever had an employee quit?
This also happens in all businesses, but,
here, have they left your company to go work
somewhere else where their new position is not
a big step up? Again… a sign.
It’s ten times bigger a sign if the person who
quits was one of your better employees. If
anyone leaves for a lower paying position,
that’s another ten-times sign. So if someone
leaves, they’re one of your better people, and
they go somewhere that pays less… make that a
hundredfold sign.
Have you ever had a client take their
business elsewhere?
This happens to everyone, but, in particular,
have they ever gone to a competitor that you
believe is definitely not a much, much better
value? That’s a sign.
The more important the client, the bigger the
sign.
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SMALLER, MORE
COMMON SYMPTOMS
Let's Look at these
Common Things...
If you catch yourself making sweeping remarks,
such as “Millennials are so…”

SOME COSTS
Just the Dollar Costs...

If your frustration with others is often starts off
with “All I ask if for them to…” or “what’s wrong with
people?”
If your reflex is to blame others even if there
might be a way you could influence the behavior
or the outcome.
If you find you’re frustrated with people, but,
upon reflection, what frustrates you seems like it’s
a fairly common human failing or limitation.

You’ve already seen some of the
costs.
If a $30,000 client leaves because of it… that’s
a $30,000 blind spot.

Wondering why people “can’t just do their
jobs.”

Even if you just lose one team member…
employees cost anywhere from $3,000 to $7,000
to replace in direct costs, lost productivity, and
the time and money it takes to onboard and train
the new person.

Using yourself as a standard for other people’s
behavior. “I can do… why can’t they?” This is
especially true if you’re a Leader, the owner, or
otherwise have the training or particular
temperament to achieve your current level of
success.

If you lose a Leader… that’s anywhere from
50% to 250% of the annual salary of that leader.
Companies who lose a $100,000 per year
salaried Leader can expect to invest anywhere
from $50,000 to $250,000 replacing that leader
before they have full productivity again.
Here’s some much bigger ones. Litigation.
There’s never any knowing what that could cost
– especially if it’s outside the scope of
insurance.
A huge one is losing a referral source. If
someone sends you business – and then stops –
a whole stream of income comes to an end.
It’s the same with losing a network. Some
people are parts of networks that might send
business, might create connections for jobs or
good employees, or connect to great vendors.
If you lose a referrals source or a network,
that’s massive.
There’s no telling what that could cost.
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THE BLIND SPOT
The Irony is the Blind Spot
is THE Defining Characteristic
of Leadership...
Hear me out, because some leaders I talk to are
dismissive at first.
Some leaders even scoff, or they’re angry, or they
think I’m being dismissive. You know it’s important,
so I trust you’ll read far enough to make sure
you’ve got it.
Every time we actually study it, we find out that
this is the main problem 7 out of 10 times. It costs
team members. It costs clients. It costs leaders. It’s
important to know… we often think we already
know… and then we get blindsided.
If we distill the blind spot to its simplest
possible one-word term, it’s this:

What does that mean? It means that even if we
have a sense of our people as people, we
sometimes forget the “whole-person/whole-life”
part. In every life, there’s a back story – a whole life
that came before we connected. They all also have
a whole life happening behind-the-scenes – all the
parts of their lives we don’t see. They all have
experiences, hopes, dreams, and a thousand true
things about them outside the scope of our
leadership.
Even the best of leaders sometimes miss this
part. When we nail it, we nail it. When we miss, we
miss. For most of us, it’s very individual. We do it as a
matter of character and personality, and we have
our own human failings. That just means sometimes
we get it right, and sometimes we make
mistakes.
The more we have an objective standard, the
better we can self-evaluate. The more we have
objective systems, the better we can pass it on to
others.
Let’s take the blind spot one more step.

People.
Let’s pause here for a moment and consider it
just at this very simple level. Some Leaders see
their employees, vendors, partners, contractors,
and clients as “roles” rather than people. It’s like
they are cogs in a machine and they are expected
to do as they are told and always get their job
done. In fact, many Leaders read this paragraph
and think “of course, that’s their job.” For some
Leaders with some teams, that works… until it
doesn’t.
People have unique sets of skills, abilities,
thoughts, and feelings. They’re all different. They
all have sets of human failings. They’ll make
mistakes. They’ll know how to do some things, and
not know how to do other things. They’ll have
good days and bad days. It’s all part of being
human.
“People” is the one-word distillation. If I expand
it a bit, it’s this:
Whole-People with Whole-Lives.
Only some Leaders get tripped up on the
“people” part, but most of us get stumbled by
“whole-people” and “whole-lives.”
Only some Leaders get tripped up on the
“people” part, but most of us get stumbled by
“whole-people” and “whole-lives.”

Whole-People with Whole-Lives serving
Whole-People with Whole-Lives.
The “serving” has multiple meanings. Our clientfacing team members are serving our clients. Our
clients are also whole-people with whole-lives. We
may be able to set policy on certain issues with our
team members, but we have much more limited
control over clients, and even less over
prospects.
We can take any recent set of political or social
issues as an example. If we have an internal policy
that we remain silent on political issues, there’s
nothing to stop clients and prospects from
expressing their opinions on political or social issues.
Sometimes, we or members of our team may
disagree – perhaps passionately! How easy would it
be for a client to completely alienate one of our key
team members (or even us), but we need that client
to do business with us?
If we need the client for income, AND we need
the team member for the work, but we have a
conflict – how do we handle that?
I’ve have colleagues share that they’ve lost
employees because of the behavior of clients.
Admittedly, the not-my-client business-owner
reflexively blamed the employees for “not Page 05
understanding business.” My perspective is a little
different.
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SOME SIGNS THAT
WHOLE-PERSON/WHOLE-LIFE
IS A BLIND SPOT...
"Good employees are so
hard to find..."
"Millennials are so..."

MORE EVIDENCE OF
THE BLIND SPOT

"All I ask is for them to do their job..."
"What's wrong with people...?"
Complaints about people that
do not lead to a defined problem and
then potential solutions.
Blaming others entirely for
something the Leader can influence.
Being frequently frustrated with
normal or common behavior.

Consider my colleague, a fellow businessowner, who thinks his employees “don’t
understand business.” Let’s even assume that’s
true. If you have team members who don’t
understand something you need them to
understand, what do you do?
You train them.
If you have a new product they don’t
understand, you teach what they need to know
about the new product. If you have a new
service they don’t understand, you train them in
the service – what it is, how it works, how to sell
it, how to deliver it…
So, if you need them to “understand business”
you teach them the part of business you want
them to understand. Then you and they can
make intelligent decisions about how good a
teamwork-fit you are without waiting for a
crisis.
That’s a blind spot. That’s the owner forgetting
the simple reality of having people working for
the business. If something has businessconsequences, and your team needs to know
something, make sure they know it!
Then there’s more of the human dynamic.
People don’t like to be mistreated. Even if the
employer is not directly mistreating someone, if
the employer openly allows client employees
and excepts employees to accept mistreatment,
that’s back on the employer.
See evidence of that “people” blind spot in
there?
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HOW WE SOLVE THE
PROBLEM
Defined Culture
Sharable Culture
Integrity
Be Willing to be Called
on Our Own Standards
WHAT DO YOU DO ABOUT IT?
Without any special training, one simple answer is
The Golden Rule.
To simplify it even more than the traditional
statement: “treat people well.”
The trick, then, is to be aware of how easily we
forget about the people involved as whole-people
with whole-lives. If we spend a few moments to
consider the innate humanity of all the stakeholders –
we can generally improve our decisionmaking.
Here’s a simple example: I needed a DVD to fit a
theme. I had a team member who owned a copy and
offered it to me. I needed it for a scheduled event to
play in the “kids room.” She said she’d bring it to
me.
That seems simple enough, right? Just assuming
she’d remember would be a common blind spot. I
know that many of us leave work, and our brain
leaves work, too. On her way home, she has homethings to be thinking about. How easy would it be for
home-her to forget that work-her was going to bring
me a disc?
What we did was a simple solution that honored
the fact she is a whole person and she has a whole
life. She agreed to bring me the disc, and to receive
a text from me later that evening to put the disc in a
place that would come with her. I texted her. She
texted me back that it was now in the car. Then I got
my disc.
There are a lot more pieces to why that solution is
so important – but for right now – it’s mostly that it
worked and it was one-less thing she had to think
about at home.

SHAREABLE CULTURE & INTEGRITY
The end goal is to develop both a culture and
an easily sharable system that shows we really do
understand the reality of whole-person/whole-life
balanced with the needs of our business, our
division, our shift, or our project team.
Here’s a couple of often-overlooked parts: Our
system must let us handle mismatches, which
means we might still have to end or change
certain relationships. Our team is watching!How
we end or change something is being witnessed,
and that’s a bit of information many Leaders
miss.
We need to have a defined culture. We need to
be in integrity with that defined culture. Too many
Leaders are oblivious to the trust-breaking effect
of having a motto up on the wall that is not the
reality on the floor.
We need both: Defined Culture;
Integrity.
That definition must allow for collaboration,
and, preferably, encourage it. We walk with
integrity with that, too. To define and share a
culture with new people, it must be simple enough
to be clear, and sophisticated enough to be
practical.
We must also be willing to be called on our
own stated principles. Whatever definitions we
develop, we must be comfortable with them. We
must be open to others asking us about what
might appear to be our own mismatch with those
values.
The culture becomes our framework.
Then we have a simple formula for
communicating that we can follow, teach, and is in
alignment with our team culture. Then it’s
duplicatable and can happen between members
Page 07
of our team without us always having to be the
one to handle all the issues.
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THE SOLUTION:
THE ONE
CONVERSATION
METHOD
Pass The Big Test

Here’s a short introduction to this idea, and it’s an
important one.
I call it The One Conversation Method because so
many things in business and life pivot through a single
conversation. If we handle the pivotal conversation well,
it starts us up a positive spiral. If we handle it poorly, it
starts a negative ripple more significant than we might
expect.

Moments of potential conflict are the
test.
Think about how often there’s a problem, someone
handles it poorly, and others react with “Now we see
who they reallyare! They’ve sure revealed their true
colors!” That can last a while. It can change people’s
minds about a lot of things.
Handle a problem well and people know all those
stated principles are true. They know you’re the realdeal. They know that the nice slogan up on the wall
really means something. They believe it.
Crisis is your opportunity to get genuine belief that
you really are who you say you are, and the deal really
is what you say the deal is.
These moments are powerful either way. They inflict
massive damage or they create massive buyin.
The One Conversation Method is about showing up
true to the stated values of your team.
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Hero, Villain, Victim
You need a cleanly define Framework to
start with. I’ll start people with a simple one I’ll
refer to as “Ohana 101.” It’s “Hero, Villain,
Victim.”
To abbreviate it, you treat the Person as
someone who wants to make it better, and you
externalize the Problem as what has made it
worse. Then you collaborate on solving the
problem. The better your framework and the
more shared it is, the more powerful it
becomes.
Then you have a strategy for communication.
In particular, please don’t use the classic
“sandwich technique.” That’s “complimentcriticism/correction-compliment.” It might be
good for softening criticisms, but it also has
unintended consequences.
Finally, you need a systematic, strategic way
you handle the change-element of the
conversation. Otherwise, you can end up having
the exact same conversation again and again
trying to get a result that didn’t work this way
any of the earlier times!
I addressed this issue for decades. For 15
years, my job description required I harmonize a
set of complex principles into one, integrated,
cohesive whole. I would love to share with you
what I’ve learned.

SCOTWITH1T.COM
Take the Next Step

The Hawaiian-Ideal of Ohana
If you’ve seen any of the Lilo & Stitchmovies,
you’ve probably heard “Ohana means family,
and family means no one gets left behind… or
forgotten.”
I also teach it as an acronym: O.H.A.N.A. Oasis,
Harmony, Assertiveness, Nobility, and Aloha. I
have seven books on this subject. There’s
plenty to cover! You can have some of my
Ohana material for free!

THE FREE NEXT STEP
Go to ScotWith1T.com
There's a two-minute Lightning Talk
there for you: The One Conversation
Method.
In two minutes, you'll see for yourself
that a bit more of an investment is well
worth your time.
The full masterclass or a live webinar
is a good use of your time - but rather
than ask you to take my word for it, I give
you the two-minute talk first. By all
means, feel free to jump right in!
I have some other gifts there for you,
too. Enjoy... and I'll see you soon!
Aloha!
- Scot
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UNEXPECTED
TREASURE
+50% to Business
+50% again...
x2 after that...
450% Gain

Because she knew it was safe to do so, she
did a bit of troubleshooting on how to solve the
problems and came back with a more refined
idea. It made sense. It would require more work
on my part, but it was worth a try.

UNEXPECTED TREASURE
What if we not only solved problems and
kept people… but got unexpected treasure?
Many Leaders think of leadership in terms of “I
influence others.” A lot of the strategy and
techniques learned and deployed are focused
on getting others to do what the Leader wants.
What if it was much more powerful than
that?
What if the natural byproduct of the culture
and system drew out the best ideas from the
team? What if it drew out unexpected solutions
to problems? What if it lead to unexpected
epiphanies? What could that be worth?
That actually happened to me.

Business Up by 50%
I knew my business. I knew who I served,
what I did, and I was good at it. One of my team
members had an idea. I didn’t like it, and I
resisted it.

Her idea soon increased my gross income by
50%.
Business Up by 450%!
Her idea ended up being a platform that lead
to the next development. The next development
increased our gross by 50% again! That success
then lead to the next big innovation that
transformed my work and increased client
retention by nearly double! In the end, her one
idea ultimately four-folded my business.
What if my cultural system was very topdown? Honestly, rather than the thirty-year run I
had, I would have been lucky to have survived a
couple of years.
What might happen if you get an idea that
solves a problem so brilliantly, it doubles and
triples your results? For me, it was unexpected. It
was a priceless treasure that changed the
trajectory of my business.
Business was up 450% from the chain started
by one great idea.
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